Unit 2 - Assignment "0"

Assignment "0"

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-01-27, 23:59 IST.

1) Which one of the following represents the common mode of scientific communication?
   - Articles in science journals
   - Poster presentation in a science conference
   - Invited talks in institutes and Universities
   - All of these

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   All of these

2) To become an expert in writing scientific articles:
   - one needs to seek inputs on the articles written from peers in the field
   - one should read many research articles
   - one should have conducted independent research
   - all of these

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   all of these

3) Science communication helps to
   - spread the discoveries/inventions to a heterogeneous audience
   - spread awareness about the importance of science to a layman
   - get critical inputs on the shortcomings in the study
   - all of these

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   all of these